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FONDO FORTE 

E- BREZZA 
 

 

 

Name FONDO FORTE 

Description Adhesive primer for thick finishes 

Product  
characteristics 

 

IAQ Class 
(Indoor Air Quality) 

FONDOFORTE is a universal grey paste primer specially formulated to optimize the adhesion of thick 
decorative products. FONDOFORTE reduces the absorbent power of the support material and renders it 
uniform, it is also extremely adhesive on smooth surfaces. 
 

 
 

Produced in MADE IN ITALY 

Main application tools Steel spatula or sponge roller 

Achievable effects 
Application method 

 

Clean thoroughly, removing dust, dirt, and any loose plaster fragments. Ensure that the wall is perfectly 
dry and, on highly absorbent or porous surfaces, apply a coat of PRYMER ALTA PENETRAZIONE to 
render the surface smooth and uniform. Apply FONDO FORTE (using a steel spatula) or sponge roller. 
Wait 24 hours before applying a decorative product. 

 

Practical tips Do not apply the product on surfaces exposed to direct sunlight or in the presence of strong drafts. 
The base coat should be set, clean and free from any chipping, peeling and/or dampness. New 
plasters should be left to age for at least 4-5 weeks to allow for complete carbonation. 
Environmental conditions -> temperature: min. + 5 °C/max. + 35 °C, relative humidity: < 75%. 
Primer conditions -> temperature: min. + 5 °C/max. + 35 °C, humidity: < 10 with respect to relative 
humidity. 
Shake the product before use or, if it is very dense, use a spatula or a mixing drill to achieve a 
workable consistency. 
After exterior applications, surfaces should be protected against driving rain, freezing temperatures 
(temp > 5 °C), fog, dew, and dust for at least 24 hours. 
Rinse used tools with water immediately after use.   
Keep the paint can sealed and away from freezing temperatures and sunlight. 
  

Safety precautions Safety information for users is contained in the relative safety data sheet. 
Empty containers or containers with traces of dried product film should be disposed of according to 
local regulations. 
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TECHNICAL/REGULATORY  
INFORMATION 

APPLICABLE  
REGULATION 

INFO AT 20 °C AND 60   
HUMIDITY 

Appearance in the can  
Finish appearance 

 
 

Paste 
Matt  

Density   
g\ml 

UNI 8910 1,50 ÷ 1,55 

Brookfield Viscosity  
cPs  

ASTM D 2196 20000 ÷ 28000 

Natural spread rate with spatula 
application 
(kg/m2) 

ISO 7254 0,5 

Flash point 
°C 

UNI 8909 Non-flammable 

Shelf life 
(in a cool and dry place) 

UNI 10154. 24 months 

Dry to touch  
Hours (h) 

 
 

Max.: 12 

Hard dry 
Hours (h) 

 24 

Overcoating 
Hours (h) 

 
24 

 

Application places   Interiors/Exteriors 

Base + 
achievable colours 

  

Binder  Styrenic copolymer 

Tool cleaning  Water 

Application by roller or spatula 
Dilution % by volume 

 Ready to use 

 
FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY 

                  
Toll Free Number: 800.219.420 (Italy) 

International assistance: +39.0583.2424 (from other countries) 
 

Mon - Fri [8:00 am/1:00 pm - 2:00 pm/5:30 pm]   
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